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Foreword
Businesses across the country know the value of good transport infrastructure. It affects where companies

Had the UK government spent 1.2% of GDP on infrastructure between 1995 and 2016, we would have

locate, who they employ, and what it costs to reach suppliers and customers. And those businesses are

seen nearly £80bn of additional investment. That’s enough to pay for Northern Powerhouse Rail, Crossrail

made up of people whose productivity, health, and happiness is shaped by the transport networks they use.

2, and have change left over. If, over the next decade, we fall short and only invest 1% of GDP, that will

The UK does not have a strong track record. As this report notes, we have lagged behind our
international competitors for much of the last 25 years. Despite being ranked 8th in the world for overall

mean £50bn of lost investment. Every additional year of underinvestment holds back businesses and
communities that would benefit from greater connectivity.

competitiveness, the quality of transport infrastructure is a drag on Britain’s scorecard. Our port and rail

Infrastructure delivery should not be a zero-sum between different projects and places. All major projects

infrastructure is ranked 16th and 19th respectively, with our road and air transport even further behind

have real impacts well beyond their immediate geography, not least through the jobs and opportunities

(27th and 28th).

provided by connecting people with suppliers, employers and customers. That is why all our organisations

The solution is clear: invest in Britain’s future now.
The National Infrastructure Commission has set the national priorities through to 2050, including delivering
major transport schemes like Crossrail 2, HS2, and Northern Powerhouse Rail. Whilst the costs and details
of these schemes should remain under scrutiny, these are all important national projects. Along with
critical local transport links, they can be delivered within a public funding remit of 1.2% of GDP, and with
additional funds coming from the private sector.

support the delivery of HS2, Northern Powerhouse Rail, and Crossrail 2. We know that if we want to grow,
we must grow together, uniting the UK as one.
To support this, the Government must also deliver on devolution. Meaningful budgetary and decisionmaking responsibilities allow regions and cities to take real control. We would welcome further work from
the National infrastructure Commission to lay out appropriate structures that would support better longterm outcomes. This should build on the successful model provided by Transport for London. In addition,
stable five-year funding packages for city regions would give certainty of investment in local priorities.
If we are serious about confronting the challenges of productivity, the environment, and reuniting the

At a time of national uncertainty, government can
at least remove the question mark hanging over the
pipeline of major transport projects by committing to
this funding remit. This commitment to invest 1.2%
of GDP in infrastructure must then be the floor – not
the ceiling – of our ambition.

02

country, then we must address the systemic underinvestment in the UK’s transport infrastructure. It is the
foundation of our businesses, and our country, moving forward together.

Jasmine Whitbread,
Chief Executive
London First

Henri Murison,
Director
Northern Powerhouse
Partnership

Emma Degg, Chief
Executive North West
Business Leadership
Team
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Executive Summary
Businesses need more from the UK’s transport infrastructure
This report is about transport infrastructure and the critical role it plays across the UK. Our ambition for the
UK’s transport infrastructure should be nothing less than a world-class system that connects and unlocks
the full potential of every part of the country, from London to the Northern Powerhouse to the Midlands
Engine, the South West and each of the UK’s four nations.
But based on analysis and detailed discussions with businesses leaders and roundtable events in three
major UK cities, this report shows that this is not the system we have at present and that businesses need
more from the UK’s transport infrastructure.
In particular, they require more certainty that the investment needed for local, regional and national

wpieconomics.com
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To tackle this, we argue that the Government must change its current fiscal remit into an investment
floor of 1.2%, meaning that at least this amount should be invested each year. To ensure that this is
delivered, it should also put in place a mechanism so that any underspend in one year is carried forward
to the future. Doing so would go some way to delivering the confidence that businesses need to invest and
grow and would be a major step towards ensuring that the UK’s transport infrastructure is a driver of, not
hindrance to, growth and living standards right across the UK.

…the Government should create an investment floor
of 1.2% of GDP for transport infrastructure and put in
place a mechanism to ensure that any underspend in
one year is carried forward to the future.

schemes right across the UK will be delivered. For example, participants were concerned and frustrated
about the uncertainty over whether schemes that have already been approved, such as HS2 and the third
runway at Heathrow, would materialise. This uncertainty affects business decisions to invest, and at the

Delivering the transport infrastructure that businesses need to succeed

very least risks delaying the benefits of projects.

However, as already highlighted, investment on its own is not enough. This report explores key themes

Participants were also clear about the benefits of investing right across the country. For example, at

country, there is broad agreement on what needs to happen. Based on these themes and our own analysis,

our London roundtable, participants were strongly in favour of investment in programmes like Northern
Powerhouse Rail. Similarly, participants at our Liverpool and Leeds roundtables were highly supportive
of initiatives like Crossrail 2. Participants at each of the roundtables expressed frustration with decision-

taken from semi-structured interviews and roundtables with business leaders to show that, across the
our key recommendations are:
1.

making processes and a lack of local and regional control.

Delivering certainty on infrastructure investment:
a.

target of between 1% and 1.2%.

This shows that investment alone is not enough: businesses also need certainty of action, long-promised
schemes to be delivered and more trust to be placed in the hands of decision makers across the country to

b.

make choices based on their understanding of what is needed.
2.

This provides a major opportunity for the Government to drive confidence, productivity and, ultimately,

3.

Government, and this report outlines a set of recommendations for urgent action and future work.

Spending 1% of GDP on infrastructure rather than
1.2% between 2020 and 2030 would mean close to
£50bn less investment.

Delivering certainty on major projects: The Government should confirm its commitment to taking
forward HS2, Northern Powerhouse Rail and the third runway at Heathrow.
Delivering on devolution:
a.

of delivering this, the National Infrastructure Commission (NIC) should be tasked with consulting
with a wide range of stakeholders to deliver a clear plan for responsibilities at each level of
Government.
b.

The Government should also set out a strategy for how it will extend fiscal freedoms to new
and existing regional and local bodies, including details of how it will approach co-funding of
investment in future.

c.

04

Government should devolve significant budgetary control, decision-making and implementation
responsibilities to pan-regional and regional bodies and local authorities. Given the complexity

Source: WPI Economics, NIC

Perhaps most importantly, it argues that the Government must provide a long-term plan for infrastructure

Should spending fall below 1.2%, a mechanism should be developed to ringfence the underspend
and devolve the budget to regional authorities for meeting local priorities.

The Government has an opportunity to drive growth and improve living
standards
growth and living standards across the UK. Taking advantage of this opportunity will require action from

The Government should commit to a spending floor of 1.2% of GDP on infrastructure, rather than a

The Government should test devolving primary responsibility for regional train services to regional
bodies such as Transport for the North and Transport for London.

investment and certainty that it will stick to it. The importance of that is clear: whilst the Government has

More detail on each of these is provided in this report. It is also clear that they are all significant policy

set a fiscal remit for infrastructure investment of between 1% and 1.2% of GDP, the difference between

changes that would require a bold Government, determined to drive a step change in the quality of

these two figures is significant. In fact, if investment of only 1% of GDP is achieved, this would mean

transport infrastructure in the UK. But the need to take these steps, and the potential economic and social

investing £50 billion less between now and 2030 than if 1.2% of GDP were achieved. That is an underspend

benefits of doing so, are clear. If taken forward, these recommendations could be the first steps towards

that our businesses, neighbourhoods, towns and cities cannot afford.

transport infrastructure that works better for business and better for Britain.
05
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1 Why infrastructure matters
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More competitive markets: By opening up new international or regional markets for
businesses who could not previously reach those potential customers, transport can
encourage competition, and therefore lower prices and higher quality products and services.
This is true of regional ‘exporters’ as well as companies that export internationally.viii ix

Any time people or goods travel, they rely on transport infrastructure. While it’s often easy to blame a
train company, other road users, or a freight company for delays, the underlying infrastructure is equally

Unlocked investment: Better transport links can encourage companies to invest in new or

important. Around 60% of delays on our rail network are attributed to Network Raili (with two-thirds of

expanded facilities, in the knowledge that their workforce and / or product can easily get to

these due to infrastructure faults such as points failures), but it’s the train operating company that bears

and from the facilities (see Box 1).

the brunt of passenger dissatisfaction. In short, while it may be less visible, infrastructure matters; it is a
necessary, if not sufficient, condition for better transport services. When this is achieved, it helps to drive
economic growth, living standards and wellbeing right across the country.

The benefits infrastructure can bring
The potential economic benefits that improved transport infrastructure can bring are well-rehearsed.ii
There are four main drivers of these benefits:
New journeys being made possible: By connecting places that were previously not connected,
transport infrastructure enables new journeys, nationally and internationally.
Reduced journey times: Even where links already exist, improved infrastructure can reduce the time a
given journey takes. This can benefit those who currently use a particular route, but can also increase

Box 1: Transport investment needed to unlock investment
Leeds Bradford Airport had over 4m passengers in 2018 and is Yorkshire’s largest airport. If its growth
targets are met, numbers will increase to over 7m passengers by 2030 and its contribution to the local
economy will rise from £336m GVA to £724m, with the number of jobs it supports almost doubling, to over
10,000.
However, achieving this in the timeframe is contingent on new and improved transport links enabling
better surface access to the airport. A parkway rail station is due to be opened by 2023, with a new link
road to follow, but the lack of shorter-term or interim access solutions means the airport’s expansion

the number of people willing to make the journey.

is constrained until this happens. Surface access connectivity is particularly important for airports, as

More reliable journeys: Fast journeys between places are of little use if there is a significant risk

consideration of both onsite and offsite infrastructure. These decisions are taken infrequently, so if the

that they may not happen at all. Better infrastructure means increased confidence, which is likely to
increase willingness to rely on them for important journeys (for example, for commuting or freight).
More comfortable journeys: A journey standing on a train, or sitting in slow-moving traffic, is very
different to one in which you have a seat or can drive freely. Infrastructure can improve the capacity of

airlines only make decisions on where to open up new routes, particularly long-haul routes, after careful
offsite infrastructure is not adequate the route might be opened up elsewhere, and the opportunity will
have been lost for the airport.
Source: WPI Economics analysis of ONS / 2011 censusx

xi

a transport network, and make journeys both more pleasant and more productive.
These benefits then translate into tangible outcomes for growth, living standards and wellbeing:
More efficient labour markets: Transport links employers and employees - and crucially make more
‘matches’ possible without employees needing to move house. This helps place the right people in the

Investing in transport infrastructure can also play a role in tackling other pressing issues. In particular, it can unlock land
for development, which is an important part of resolving the widely-recognised ‘housing crisis’ affecting many parts of the
country.xii This can be because infrastructure projects make new journeys possible, which increases desire to live there

right jobs, increase labour mobility and allows employers and employees to utilise their skills in full.

(and therefore land values and development viability), or that it means new housing won’t overload existing transport

Reduced congestion and air pollution: Better infrastructure improves public transport options, and

alone (Crossrail 2 and the Bakerloo Line extension) are expected to enable 225 ,000 new homes to be built.xiii xiv

systems, which can make development more likely to be approved. Two proposed schemes in London and the South East

means vehicles spend less time idling or travelling at low, inefficient speeds. The equivalent of 40,000
premature deaths are attributable to outdoor air pollution annually, and an estimated £2.7bn was lost
in productivity due to air pollution in 2012.iii iv
Better commutes: By reducing both commuting time and crowding, improved transport infrastructure
makes commuting more pleasant. Longer or more crowded commutes are negatively correlated with

Crossrail 2 and the Bakerloo Line extension will unlock
225,000 new homes

wellbeing.v vi Faster and ‘business-conducive’ travel (with, for example, reliable phone or wifi signal, and
seats to work from) both free up time for other leisure or work activity.
Urban and regional agglomeration: By connecting places within regions, better infrastructure allows
places to benefit from ‘agglomeration’ or cluster effects – helping industries to learn from each other
and making areas more attractive to potential employees. Research suggests that doubling the

Overall, it is clear that England’s transport infrastructure is vital for enabling millions of people to travel for work or leisure,
and moving goods of all kinds from factories, ports, and airports to other businesses or consumers. This does not mean,
however, that there is not room for significant improvement, and in Chapter 2 we will set out what we know about the
performance of transport infrastructure in England.

number of workers in a city or travel to work area increases productivity by 4%-8%.vii
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infrastructure
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Figure 1: Average seconds per vehicle per mile delay on locally-managed A
roads 2018, selected cities
120

100

There are several ways to assess the current state of England’s transport infrastructure. No single fact or
figure captures the whole picture across different transport modes, across different parts of the country, or
for different types of user.

80

The importance of looking across regions, in particular, is shown by the very different mode use of

60

commuters. For example, London has 20 percentage points fewer commuters who drive to work than
any other city.xv This shows that increases in road infrastructure delays will affect proportionally fewer

40

Londoners, while they will benefit proportionally more from investment in rail or underground / light rail
infrastructure.

20

Below we show the evidence for transport infrastructure quality when looking at a range of impacts, and
how this varies by region and by city.

0
Leeds

Journey delays and crowding

Sheffield

Newcastle Birmingham Nottingham

Leicester

Liverpool

Reading

Bristol

Manchester

London

Source: WPI Economics analysis of DfT dataxx

Delays
The clearest impact of inadequate infrastructure is on journey delays. A survey of North West Business
Leadership Team members highlighted this: across a range of measures to improve transport (including
reducing congestion, improving inter-urban transport, and integrating transport types) businesses said that

Figure 2: Delays by city and duration, 7am-10am arrivals

the main benefit would be reducing the time taken to transport people and goods, and the consequential
productivity benefits.xvi

18%

The impact of road delays is felt across the country, with Manchester, London, Reading, and Bristol all
seeing average delays per vehicle per mile on locally-managed A roads of over 100 seconds. Using a

16%

they will also lead to delays in delivery of freight to warehouses, shops, factories, offices, and homes. Three
quarters of freight transport within Great Britain is by road,xviii so this is an important issue for businesses
across the country.
Delays on passenger rail journeys can also cause significant problems. Neither the Department for
Transport nor the Office of Rail and Road publish data on delays by cities,xix so we have used data from the
Open Data Institute covering 11 weeks of journeys to analyse this.

Proportion of services delayed

These road delays will not only affect commuters or people travelling in the course of their daily business;

14%
12%

8,000

10%
6,000
8%
6%

4,000

4%
2,000
2%
0

5 – 10 mins late

10 – 15 mins late

15 – 30 mins late
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Leeds

London

Birmingham

York

Manchester
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Cambridge

0%

Total Delay
(thousands of seconds)*

Source: WPI Economics analysis of ODI dataxxi
*Includes delays of under five minutes
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09

Delay time (thousands of seconds)

10,000

wider measure of congestion, the National Infrastructure Commission (NIC) has also found that the top 25
congested areas in England are cities, with Manchester having the worst problems outside of London.xvii

12,000
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…the recent trouble faced by Northern Rail
passengers, is estimated to have led to a loss of
close to a million hours and imposed a disbenefit of
£38m on the Northern Powerhouse.
The costs can be significant. For example, the recent trouble faced by Northern Rail passengers, is
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Figure 3b Proportion of rail passengers in excess of capacity and standing during
one-hour PM peak departures, 2018
30

25

20

15

estimated to have led to a loss of close to a million hours, and imposed a disbenefit of £38m on the
Northern Powerhouse (this does not include problems faced by TransPennine Express passengers during
the same period).xxii
Neither the road nor rail delay data distinguishes by cause of delay, but infrastructure problems are likely

10

5

to be a major driver; at a national level, 60% of rail delays are attributable to Network Rail. In addition,
improvements such as relief routes can help to address delays regardless of their ultimate cause.

are on time, crowded services can make the journey unpleasant, as well as making it more difficult to work

Liverpool

Sheffield

Leicester

Reading

Nottingham

Newcastle

Bristol

Brighton

In Excess

while travelling, which then means longer working days and less family or leisure time, or a less productive
workforce.

Leeds

Cardiff

London

Manchester

On rail services we can also look at crowding. Delays cause frustration and stress, but even when trains

Birmingham

Crowding

Cambridge

0

Standing

Source: WPI Economics analysis of DfT dataxxiv

Figure 3a: Proportion of rail passengers in excess of capacity and standing during
one-hour AM peak arrivals, 2018

These charts show that London has relatively high proportions of passengers standing at both peaks, but
that other cities (such as Birmingham and Cambridge) have similar issues, and several cities have issues
at one or the other. When looking at passengers in excess of capacity, meanwhile, more severe problems

30

than London are seen in Cambridge in the morning peak, and Brighton, Bristol, Nottingham, Cambridge,
and Cardiff in the evening peak. Because of the importance of underground travel in London, it is also

25

important to note that the system is regularly severely crowded.xxv
20

Journeys made harder, or not made at all
Crowding and delays affect journeys made when infrastructure is already in place. But we can also look at

15

how a lack of adequate transport connectivity affects people’s day-to-day lives. This is harder to observe,
but the two areas outlined below provide some evidence for the impact of inadequate infrastructure.

10

Commuting and workforce mobility
5

Better transport infrastructure can enable people to commute further (in miles), but poor infrastructure can
also lengthen the duration of commutes.

In Excess
xxiii

Source: WPI Economics analysis of DfT data
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Cardiff
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London
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Cambridge

0

One way of looking at the effect of transport infrastructure on commutes is to look at the decisions people
make with regards to where they work and live. A simple summary of this can be seen by looking at the
proportion of a region’s workforce that do not live in the region. Figure 4 shows that London has by far the
highest proportion of workers who live outside the region, in part facilitated by the already high quality of
transport links into the region that both encourages businesses to set up there and encourages people to
commute.

11
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None of this is to say that all regions should aspire to match London in length of commute, or in proportion

Figure 4: Proportion of workers who do not also live in the region, London /
combined authorities

of ‘out-of-region’ workforce. There are costs as well as benefits to this, with regard to placemaking, public
health, and life satisfaction; it is for local and regional decision-makers to weigh up these trade-offs.
It is, however, a clear indication of the sorts of benefits that might be delivered if other regions and cities

25

across the UK had a similar quality of transport infrastructure to offer commuters. For example, analysis of
the potential benefits of Northern Powerhouse Rail suggests that it would increase the number of people
with access to the four core cities or Manchester Airport within 90 minutes to 7 million (from 2 million

20

today).

Access to local amenities

15

One key purpose of transport infrastructure is to connect people to jobs. However, infrastructure is not just
about jobs, but also about connecting people to GPs, schools, hospitals, food stores, and town centres.

10

Figure 5 shows the significant disparities across different regions in the average length of time it takes
people to reach eight key services (medium sized centres of employment with 500 to 4,999 jobs, primary

5

schools, secondary schools, further education, GPs, hospitals, food stores and town centres) by public
transport or walking.xxx

0
London

Greater Manchester
Combined
Authority

Tees Valley
Combined
Authority

Liverpool City
Region

Sheffield City
Region

West Yorkshire
Combined
Authority

West Midlands
Combined
Authority

North East
Combined
Authority

Figure 5: Average minimum travel time to reach eight key services by public
transport or walking, 2016 (minutes)

Source: WPI Economics analysis of ONS / 2011 censusxxvi

17.4

These differences in ‘pull’ are not solely down to transport infrastructure. Some of these differences might also
partly be explained by the region size or geography (for example, if a major economic centre is close to the
region boundary), or economic factors such as house prices. Nonetheless the idea that transport infrastructure
is holding back movements between cities and regions is supported by other analysis.xxvii xxviii xxix

17.7

As the case study in Box 2 shows, this is not only an issue for workers looking for new jobs; it can also

16.6

affect an individual employer with offices in more than one location.
19.3
18.2
20.2

Box 2: Poor infrastructure affecting business ability to promote staff
In early 2018, Barclays had a director-level vacancy in its Manchester office. It had staff in Leeds and

12.3

Manchester who were at a stage where they could apply, but none did so due to concerns about the

19.1

commute, whether by road or by rail.

21.1

Barclays eventually filled the position, but were not able to choose from as wide a field of candidates as
they had hoped – and those staff in Leeds were prevented from taking the next step in their careers by the
state of transport infrastructure in the North.
Similar issues were raised by other participants at our roundtables. One organisation noted that they

Source: WPI Economics analysis of DfT data

strongly encouraged staff to live in the city where they worked, due to concerns about the reliability of the
commute from elsewhere.

Perceptions of infrastructure

Source: Private communication, used with permission

As well as the reality of infrastructure performance, perceptions of infrastructure quality also matter. They
matter nationally for people deciding where to live and for businesses deciding where to set up or expand,
and internationally for global companies considering where to invest.

12
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Perceptions within the UK
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Figure 7: Ranking of United Kingdom for infrastructure quality

Perhaps unsurprisingly, the highest levels of net dissatisfaction with infrastructure are found in more
rural parts of the UK, although the North West and North East are not far behind. Even those regions

Road infrastructure

27th

with net satisfaction with their infrastructure have close to a third of respondents who are dissatisfied,
demonstrating the need for improvements across the country.
Another important factor is business confidence in future investment. Figure 6 also shows that businesses

Rail infrastructure

across the UK lack confidence that infrastructure investment will lead to improvements over the course of

19th

this Parliament.

Air Transport Infrastructure

28th

Port Infrastructure

16th

Source: World Economic Forumxxxii

Figure 6: Business net satisfaction with regional infrastructure, and confidence
in improvements
Together, national and global perceptions of infrastructure suggest a significant need to improve business

20

perceptions of existing infrastructure and to develop confidence that necessary improvements will be
delivered.

10
0

A need for investment across the country

-10

It is clear from the analysis in this section that significant issues exist across the country and that there is

-20

a clear and urgent need for action in all parts of England.

-30

The businesses we spoke to at our roundtables all recognised this; they emphasised the fact that, by

-40

expanding customer bases and access to suppliers, improved links to and in other regions are vital to the

-50

success of businesses. Our discussions in Leeds and Liverpool also demonstrated the commitment of
businesses across the country to supporting and driving growth in the capital; both as a way of attracting

-60

international investment across the country and because of London’s status as one of just three UK

Wales

South
West

North
West

North
East

East

Northern
Ireland

Scotland

East
Midlands

West
Midlands

South
East

focused on the obvious need to boost transport investment in other parts of the country and, in doing so,
Yorkshire
and the
Humber

-80
London

regions (alongside the East and South East) with a net fiscal surplus.xxxiii Equally, discussions in London
All

-70

drive productivity increases and growth.
This means that, while there was an understandable focus on the need for investment in their own region,
there was also a desire to invest right across the country in local, regional, pan-regional and national

Net satisfaction

Confidence in
improvements - road

Confidence in
improvements - rail

schemes.

Source: WPI Economics analysis of CBI dataxxxi

Together these show that UK businesses are neither satisfied with, nor confident about, the future
prospects of transport infrastructure. This lack of confidence is likely to hold back investment in the UK, so
it should be of clear concern to policymakers.

Global perceptions
Every year, the World Economic Forum surveys businesses around the world to create its Global
Competitiveness Index. In its 2018 report, the UK ranked 8th overall for its competitiveness, but its ranking
on transport infrastructure was notably lower, as Figure 7 demonstrates, suggesting that transport
infrastructure is one factor holding the UK back from being even more globally competitive.
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standing

In the one-hour morning peak, 21%

commute for 29 minutes and travel

of passengers into Manchester

8.2 miles on average

stand

15%

92secs

delayed

The average delay on Liverpool’s

Between 7am and 10am, 15% of

locally- managed A roads is

trains arriving into Manchester are

96 seconds per vehicle

delayed by 5 minutes or more

per mile

77%drive
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or
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delay per car
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61%

within 30min
public transport
journey

The top three main methods of

61% of people in the North West are

commute for residents of the

a 30-minute or less journey by

North West are driving (77%),

walking or public transport from a

walking (10%), and bus, coach, or

large employment centre

Businesses in the North West
have a strongly negative
view of regional transport
infrastructure, and strongly
believe greater devolution
would improve their
transport infrastructure

private bus (9%)
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15%

standing

Workers in Yorkshire and the

In the one-hour morning peak, 15%

Humber commute for 25 minutes

of passengers into Leeds stand

and travel 8 miles on average

12%

64secs

delayed

The average delay on Bradford’s

Between 7am and 10am, 12% of

delay per car
per mile

locally-managed A roads is

trains arriving into Leeds are

64 seconds per vehicle

delayed by 5 minutes or more

per mile

74%drive
10%walk
or
9% bus
coach
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56%

within 30min
public transport
journey

The top three main methods of

56% of people in Yorkshire and the

commute for Bradford residents

Humber are a 30-minute or less

are driving (74%), walking (10%),

journey by walking or public

and train (9%)

transport from a large employment
centre

Businesses in Yorkshire
and the Humber have a net
positive view of regional
transport infrastructure,
and strongly believe greater
devolution would improve
their transport infrastructure
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28%

standing

London workers commute for

In the one-hour morning peak, 28%

46 minutes and travel

of passengers into London

11.3 miles on average

terminals stand

12%

102secs

delayed

The average delay on London’s

Between 7am and 10am, 12% of

locally-managed A roads is

trains arriving into London are

102 seconds per vehicle

delayed by 5 minutes or more

delay per car
per mile
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per mile

29%drive
10%underground
or
9% bus
coach

76%

within 30min
public transport
journey

The top three main methods of

76% of people in London are a

commute for London residents

30-minute or less journey by walking

are driving (29%), underground,

or public transport from a large

light rail, or tram (25%), and bus,

employment centre

Businesses in London have a
net positive view of regional
transport infrastructure, and
on balance believe greater
devolution would improve
their transport infrastructure

coach, or private coach (15%)
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Moving Forward Together

The UK’s spend on new asset investment in recent years compares well to other similar economies. For
the last five years for which data is available, the UK spent a greater proportion of GDP on inland transport
infrastructure investment than Italy, Germany, Canada, and the USA, although France and Japan both spent
more.

The previous chapters have highlighted business attitudes towards, and key concerns about, transport
infrastructure across England. Throughout the course of this work we have consistently heard stories

However, this masks a much lower historic rate of investment as a proportion of GDP. Figure 9 shows that,

about the problems transport infrastructure causes for people and businesses and their frustration that

prior to 2014, the UK’s investment in road and rail infrastructure had consistently lagged behind other major

more cannot be done quickly to provide the country with world-class infrastructure. But why is this the

competitors as a percentage of national GDP.

case? Our roundtables, conversations with stakeholders, and wider analysis identified several factors that
together are holding England’s infrastructure back.

Figure 9: Investment on road and rail infrastructure, over time (% GDP, selected
countries)

Historical underinvestment
According to the OECD, in 2016 the UK spent £29.6bn on road and rail infrastructure investment and
maintenance. On investment alone, this was 0.93% of GDP; if maintenance was also included, this rose to

1.4%

1.27% (comparable to the NIC’s fiscal remit for all infrastructure, of which the vast majority is transport1).

1.2%

Figure 8: UK road and rail infrastructure spending, 2016 prices
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This has clearly been accepted as problematic by the Government, which has set the National
Infrastructure Commission (NIC) a fiscal remit of between 1% and 1.2% of GDP up to 2050. The potential
size of the impact of previous underinvestment can be seen against this new benchmark. Between 1995

Source: WPI Economics analysis of OCED dataxxxiv

and 2016, if at least 1.2% of GDP had been spent on transport infrastructure investment and maintenance,

Notes: *no data available before 2007. Chart only includes road and rail as the majority of other investments are made by the private

close to an additional £80bn would have been invested in the UK’s roads and railways.

sector

If we had spent 1.2% of GDP on transport
infrastructure between 1995 and 2016, we would
have invested nearly £80bn more.
1

This is in part because other major infrastructure investment areas are off-balance sheet (such as energy, which is passed

Source: WPI Economics, NIC

through to customer bills)
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International comparisons are also challenging because the needs and costs of development of
infrastructure are varied. For example, relative to comparable EU countries, land values in the UK are
inflated by the fact that we are relatively densely populated, meaning that any given infrastructure project
may be comparably more expensive. Equally, as an investment, expenditure on transport infrastructure

wpieconomics.com

High Speed 2 (HS2) will free up capacity on railways in Britain by providing new, fast rail links, and
directly connect eight of Britain’s ten largest cities. It has three phases:
•

other countries.

Phase 1 of the project will connect London and the Midlands, with the first passengers due to travel on
the service between 2028 and 2031.

should be judged on its return (both economic and social). In both cases, there is a strong argument that
we may need to spend more on infrastructure projects (in absolute terms and as a proportion of GDP) than

Moving Forward Together

•

Phase 2 of the project will connect the Midlands and Crewe, with the first passengers due to travel on
the service between 2028 and 2031.

•

(Uncertainty in the) investment pipeline

Phase 2b of the project will connect the Midlands to Leeds, and Crewe to Manchester, with the first
passengers due to travel on the service between 2035 and 2040.

The National Infrastructure Commission (NIC) published its National Infrastructure Assessment in mid2018.xxxvi This, set out its proposals for infrastructure investment within its fiscal remit of between 1%
and 1.2% of GDP up to 2050. The vast majority of this proposed spending was on transport infrastructure
investment and maintenance. Figure 10 breaks this spending down by category.

Key benefits it will bring include:
•

Carrying over 300,000 passengers a day across the rail network.

•

Releasing capacity on the West Coast Main Line for additional commuter services to reduce track
congestion and train crowding.

Figure 10:
NIC-proposed spending on transport infrastructure to 2050, 2018/19 prices2

•

Reducing delays and improving reliability through updated rail infrastructure.

•

Faster journeys between Birmingham, Manchester, Sheffield, Leeds, London, Newcastle, Glasgow,
Edinburgh and many other towns and cities enabling local and regional economic growth.

£327.5bn

on strategic road/rail

£108.5bn

on non-urban local transport

£149bn

to devolved cities

£71.5bn
on TfL

Crossrail 2 would connect national rail networks in Surrey and Hertfordshire, through central London,
providing new capacity to crowded parts of the network. The project has yet to be approved, although it
was recommended by the National Infrastructure Commission, and could start operation in the 2030s. Key
benefits Crossrail 2 is expected to bring include:

£69bn

£46.5bn
on HS2

•

Enabling the development of 200,000 new homes across the region;

£26.5bn

£24bn

•

Supporting 60,000 new jobs across the UK supply chain and 200,000 new jobs once completed;

•

Increasing London’s rail capacity by 10 per cent;

•

Bringing 800 stations across the UK within one interchange; and

•

Providing additional capacity for up to 270,000 more people to travel into London during peak periods,

for urban major projects
on Crossrail 2

£7.5bn

for the Housing Infrastructure Fund

on Northern Powerhouse rail

£5bn

on local road backlog

relieving congestion and over-crowding on Tube and regional rail services.

Source: WPI Economics analysis of the National Infrastructure Assessmentxxxvii
Note: Strategic road / rail includes separated Network Rail and Highways England budgets until 2030, when NIC combines them into a
single ‘Strategic Road / Rail’ pot.

Northern Powerhouse Rail is a major rail infrastructure project planned in the North of England.
It would provide significantly improved connectivity between cities in the north, linking the north’s six main
cities and Manchester Airport, and be delivered over a period of thirty years.

The potential benefits of some of these schemes are significant. For example, on the next page we outline
some of the potential benefits of Crossrail 2 and Northern Powerhouse Rail. The intent here is obviously
strong, but participants throughout this project highlighted real concerns about the political posturing,
positioning and uncertainty that surround many of these critical investments (and others, including a third
runway at Heathrow which, although privately financed, require approval by government) and reported that
this negatively impacted on their confidence of growth in the future.

2

24

The figure for HS2 is as published in the National Infrastructure Assessment, and does not attempt to reflect the

Like Crossrail 2, it has yet to receive formal approval, but it was also recommended by the National
Infrastructure Commission in its 2018 National Infrastructure Assessment. Key benefits Northern
Powerhouse Rail would bring include:
•

Increasing GVA across the North by up to 15% compared to ‘business as usual’;

•

Boosting productivity by 4%; and

•

Supporting 850,000 additional jobs across the North.

announcement made on 3rd September 2019 (https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/hs2-update-3-september-2019) that the total

Northern Powerhouse Rail is only one part of Transport for the North’s plans for the Northern economy,

cost may rise to £81-£88 billion in 2019 prices, from a total budget (including costs already incurred) of £62.4 billion.

which includes a series of pan-Northern transport objectives covering road and rail.
25
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If these concerns about political commitment are warranted, there is a real chance that, while the NIC has
outlined strong ambitions, these will not be delivered. In practical terms this could mean that the projects
outlined above are not delivered and, as a country, we continue to invest less than is needed in transport
infrastructure.
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Too little local, regional and pan-regional responsibility
The effectiveness of infrastructure investment is not just about the overall the size of the investment;
decision-making, governance and accountability are all equally important. Businesses we spoke to
were frustrated by the lack of decision-making and financial powers that their local, regional and pan-

Spending 1% of GDP on infrastructure rather than
1.2% between 2020 and 2030 would mean close to
£50bn less investment.

regional leaders had, and the perceived negative impact this has had on their ability to secure the priority
investments in their local areas.
Recent years have seen moves to tackle this issue with significant devolution, including the creation
of Mayoral Combined Authorities that have a wider range of economic and fiscal powers. There have
also been specific policy announcements, including the Transforming Cities Fund, announced in the
2017 Budget and extended in 2018. All of these (and others) are welcome steps towards giving locally-

Source: WPI Economics, NIC

accountable bodies the power to prioritise infrastructure projects that will benefit their regions and meet
their priorities. However, there is clearly a strong appetite amongst businesses to go much further.

Even if plans change and the NIC’s broad fiscal remit is met, we see that the difference between 1% and
1.2% of GDP makes a significant difference. Figure 11 uses the NIC’s figures to present scenarios of what
different spending choices mean in terms of cumulative investment between now and 2050. It shows that
spending 1% of GDP on infrastructure rather than 1.2% would reduce spend by £47bn between now and
2030, rising to £73bn by 2035 and over £100bn by 2040.

A range of other experts, commentators and reports have also come to this conclusion and have made
recommendations for further devolution of decision-making and financial powers. These include the
London Finance Commission, chaired by Professor Tony Travers,xxxix and a similar principle was endorsed
by leaders across the North at the Convention of the North in September 2018. Most recently, the National
Infrastructure Commission has set out a programme of devolution of infrastructure funding to accompany
its spending proposals (box 3).

Figure 11: Cumulative funding gap compared to spending 1.2% of GDP on
transport infrastructure

Box 3: National Infrastructure Commission devolution proposals
Devolution of powers

0

By mid-2019:

-20

• Government should set out devolved infrastructure budgets for individual cities for 2021-26.

£ Billion

-40
-60

By 2020:

-80

• Government should pass legislation requiring cities to be given regularly five-year infrastructure
budgets.

-100
-120

By 2021:

-140

• Metro mayors and city leaders should develop and implement long-term integrated strategies for
transport, employment, and housing; and

-160
-180
-200

• Government should ensure city leaders have the right powers to deliver these strategies – including the
2020-25

2025-30

2030-35

2035-40

2040-45

2045-50

power for Metro Mayors to take decisions on major housing development sites.
Source: National Infrastructure Commissionxl

Source: WPI Economics analysis of the National Infrastructure Assessmentxxxviii

These measures would provide greater control of local and regional decision-making to accountable
bodies that know their areas. They are very much in line with what businesses suggested would be
effective and, if successful, could clearly deliver a real change in the effectiveness of decision-making and
delivery of critical transport infrastructure across the country. However, our discussions with experts and
policymakers highlighted a range of challenges to devolution. Three recurring themes were that:
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Existing roles are split between a wide range of organisations with responsibilities for different areas
or modes of transport, including national bodies such as Highways England or Network Rail, subnational transport bodies such as Transport for the North, and regional bodies such as Transport for
Greater Manchester. And within those bodies there can be a range of functions that need to work
together coherently, such as Network Rail’s signalling, land and property, and track functions. Unless
managed effectively, devolution risks further confusing an already complex picture;

2.

Current structures are supported by a range of experienced experts in policy, finance, delivery and
management (amongst others). Further devolution would ultimately require many of these functions
to be taken on by local, regional and pan-regional bodies, and there was a concern that, in some cases,
such bodies lacked the experience and capacity to do so. This was seen as a significant delivery risk;
and

3.
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Increasing financial control
As well as having greater control of decisions, there were strong arguments from businesses that local
and regional governments should have a greater role in managing and raising finances for investment in
transport infrastructure.
On the latter, businesses were clear that it was not only the taxpayer that should invest in transport
infrastructure. For example, for some areas of infrastructure (such as energy) this can be funded through
household bills, which significantly reduces the central government spend required.
For transport infrastructure, greater investment is not only felt by the people who will have new, more
reliable and faster journeys available to them - it also benefits businesses by improving the infrastructure
that they rely on. So there is a strong argument that businesses, and local populations, that benefit should

Devolution of decision-making is not appropriate for all schemes, particularly those that cover
large parts of the country, such as the core HS2 route, and there will also still be a role for central
government in setting some overarching national priorities that devolved authorities need to meet.
Additionally, in some cases investment in local infrastructure can deliver national benefits (see Box
4), so some local schemes could still be decided upon centrally if they meet central government’s
priorities.

Whilst very real, it is apparent that none of these issues are insurmountable. Of course, concerns around
experience and capacity would need to be addressed, and some decisions would need to continue to

contribute to the cost of funding these projects. There are, of course, historic and ongoing examples that
include the Workplace Parking Levy in Nottingham (used to fund transport upgrades), the Mersey and Tyne
Tunnels, Crossrail 1 and the Thames Tideway Tunnel.
However, despite these examples, on the whole, local and regional government is currently highly
constrained in its ability to raise and manage finances for infrastructure investment.
For example:
•

Grants and funds received from central government (e.g. Local Growth Fund, “Gain Share” and

be taken centrally. However, even where decision-making remains centralised, this needs to be done

Transforming Cities Fund) can come with strict stipulations on how and when the money can be

following engagement with local and regional bodies. National schemes can have major impacts on local

spent. Whilst this might not seem particularly problematic, given the long-term nature of transport

areas, as the current debate about whether Northern Powerhouse Rail goes through Bradford City Centre

infrastructure investment, it is vital that finances are used strategically, rather than simply to meet

demonstrates, and links between national and regional or local infrastructure are essential to unlock the

arbitrary spending requirements (e.g. within a particular three-year period).

xli

full range of benefits, as Sir John Armitt, Chair of the National Infrastructure Commission, recently made
clear.xlii

•

Recent attempts to increase the limited range of financial powers (e.g. of Combined Authorities) have
had limited impact and potentially important Levying powers within the Local Government Finance

Overall, it is also clear that, rather than being an argument for the maintenance of the status quo, the

Bill 2017 (for example, the Mayoral Infrastructure Levy and the creation of new Enterprise Zones),

existing complex nature of the system and continued delays and underinvestment demonstrate that this is

did not come in to place because the Bill fell as a result of the General Election. Powers, including

a system that is very much in need of reform.

borrowing powers, that do exist have also proven harder to use in practice. For example, whilst the
ability to borrow is helpful, repayments needs to be financed in future, meaning that a revenue stream
also needs to be created. This is a particular issue outside London, as despite recent reforms and

Box 4: Local infrastructure, national benefits
As many as six out of ten deep sea containers end up nearer to Liverpool than the South – but 90%

extensions of greater powers to Combined Authorities, TfL still has greater flexibility to raise and
manage local funds and set its own priorities.xliv

are handled through Southern ports. This not only means that port employment and activity is more

Both of these points mean that, if local areas are going to have both greater control of existing funds and

concentrated in the South than necessary; it also means up to 200 million more miles of HGV traffic on

the ability to raise funds for infrastructure investment, new ideas and approaches will need to be taken

Britain’s roads, causing congestion, pollution, and damaging roads.

forward.

If the Port of Liverpool could take more of this freight, these harmful effects could be avoided, but at

This was recognised by our roundtable participants and interviewees, who had no expectation of

the moment this is constrained by the quality of road and rail access from the Port of Liverpool to other

‘something for nothing’ and were keen to explore in more depth how they could meaningfully contribute.

destinations within the UK. Improving these links, and in particular freeing up freight paths, could deliver

A recent example has been Government’s challenge to London to contribute half of the cost of Crossrail

benefits across the UK.

2, and London businesses’ response to this by setting out a range of options that could help to meet that
challenge (see box 5).xlv

Source: Peel Portsxliii
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It is also clear that existing inadequate infrastructure is part of what has held regions outside of London

Box 5: Funding and financing options put forward for Crossrail 2

back in recent decades, and this poor growth and lower consequential ability to pay cannot be used as a

• Net operating surplus once services are in operation

would be locked in for future generations. It is these considerations that partly inform the National

• Business Rates Supplement
• Developer contributions through a Mayoral Community Infrastructure Levy
• Over-station development
• Current fares income

reason not to fund necessary and valuable projects. Indeed, if this happened, those regional inequalities
Infrastructure Commission’s recommendation that cities outside London receive an additional £43bn by
2040 for investment in urban transport.xlix
Overall, this suggests that across the country, aside from the choice of co-payment mechanism, there are
likely to be two axes against which the scale and nature of co-payment should be flexed, depending on the
location:
•

• Council tax

and / or gross value added per capita are likely to be more weighted towards central government
funding, rather than local funding; and

• Sharing future economic growth from a scheme
• Land value capture

Scale of co-payment: Projects in less densely populated areas, with lower existing levels of growth

•

Timing of co-payment: Projects in less densely populated areas, with lower existing levels of growth
and / or gross value added per capita are likely to be more weighted towards ongoing contributions
once a project is complete than upfront contributions.

• Re-assessing financing assumptions
• Use of private finance to reduce upfront costs

Making decisions on costs and benefits

• Asset sales

Any devolution of decision-making and financial powers to local, regional and pan-regional bodies will

Source: London Firstxlvi

require these bodies to make clear and transparent decisions over the projects they will take forward.
For central government project funding, the Department for Transport uses the approach set out in their
Transport Appraisal Guidance (WEBTag) to assess and appraise projects.l Whilst it would be possible

Tailoring financial contributions
It is immediately clear that not all of these mechanisms will always be appropriate or achievable for every

to continue to use this approach for regional as well as national projects, this was seen as unhelpful by
businesses who cited WEBTag as a block to infrastructure investment outside of the South East because
of the weight it places on immediate and highly certain benefits.

infrastructure project. In others, a number of mechanisms could be used in conjunction, or alternative

It was argued that this meant that projects that upgrade the speed or capacity of existing routes have an

mechanisms may be available, as Box 6 shows. This example follows a similar principle of ‘sharing in

in-built advantage over projects that create new links, where usage levels are uncertain and will take time

future growth’, where growth is measured as increased revenue from passenger numbers rather than in

to be realised while travel patterns adjust. This could risk giving priority of national funding to projects

increased Exchequer receipts.

that primarily benefit London given the size of its population and existing passenger base, and priority of
regional funds to projects that increase or improve existing capacity.

Box 6: Potential alternative funding mechanism
The rail line to Stansted Airport has been identified as in need of significant investment. Since 2005,
average journey times from Liverpool Street have increased by 10 minutes, and the proportion of Stansted
passengers accessing the airport by rail has dropped by eight percentage points in the same period.
One option for funding the required improvements could be to open the farebox, and allow Stansted, in
return for a contribution to the infrastructure development, to take a share of the increased rail ticket sales

In some respects, these concerns are unwarranted. Transformational projects can be, and have been, taken
forward under current guidance. For example, the Government’s Transport Investment Strategy identifies
four key strategic priorities for its investment:li
•

users who rely on it;
•

However, alongside the recognition of the need for co-funding, businesses were also clear that the
expectations placed on regions to co-fund their infrastructure need to be realistic. For example, in areas
less-densely populated than London and where land values and potential uplifts in value may be lower
(while still significant), the ability to raise money from rate payers and those seeing land value uplift is
reduced.
30

Build a stronger, more balanced economy by enhancing productivity and responding to local growth
priorities;

on the Stansted Express that would follow.
Source: Transport Select Committee,xlvii Manchester Airports Groupxlviii

Create a more reliable, less congested, and better-connected transport network that works for the

•

Enhance our global competitiveness by making Britain a more attractive place to trade and invest; and

•

Support the creation of new housing.

A national project that has uncertain or intangible economic benefits may still, for example, strongly
support the creation of new housing, and therefore still pass a Government appraisal. However, decisions
about housing, economic development and transport are often split between several Government bodies
which means that decision-making can be slow and fragmented. Where a transport scheme is part of an
integrated economic development strategy or unlocks housing development, the benefits of the entire plan
31
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need to be considered in the round and fragmentation of decision-making avoided.
There is evidence from existing transformational schemes that they can deliver benefits far beyond those
indicated by a cost-benefit analysis (see Box 7) and the Institute for Government has argued that research
on cost-benefit analysis practices should focus on the dynamic impacts of investment.lii

Box 7: The Jubilee Line Extension

wpieconomics.com
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As a North-South rail ‘spine’, businesses felt
that HS2 is crucial in its own right as well as for
maximising the potential benefits of schemes such
as Northern Powerhouse Rail.

The Jubilee Line Extension, which extended the line from Green Park to Stratford, was opened in 1999.
A 1991 study gave it a transport benefit cost ratio (BCR) of 0.95:1, with non-transport benefits of 0.8:1,
meaning a total BCR of 1.75:1.

Figure 12: Factors (net) holding back infrastructure improvement

In 2004, however, after the extension had opened, a further study estimated its cost-benefit ratio to be
considerably higher, at a total of 2.75:1, with 64% of this benefit coming from non-transport benefits. This
shows the transformative benefit infrastructure investment can bring beyond just transport benefits – as

Lack of industry and supply chain capacity

well as the risk of undercounting these benefits.
Lack of finance

Source: Eddingtonliii and Banisterliv

Lack of capacity in delivery bodies

For those projects that still require a decision from central government, improving such practices could
bring significant benefits to decision-making quality. However, given the need to develop tools and

Lack of certainty in the infrastructure pipeline

approaches to support decisions on national to local schemes it is likely that more will need to be done to

Political risk

deliver a step-change in decision-making processes.

A lack of long-term confidence and certainty

Policy inconsistency and uncertainty

Securing funding and getting approval for infrastructure projects is only the start; the challenge then is to

0%

10%

see the scheme through to the end. This is not always a given. Schemes can overrun in time or cost, and

30%

40%

All businesses responding

changing political leadership can put projects at risk, particularly for controversial, large and long-term
projects.

20%
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Infrastructure provider

Source: CBIlv

Among our roundtable participants there was some uncertainty even about whether already-approved
projects such as HS2 or the third runway at Heathrow will be delivered - never mind Crossrail 2 or Northern
Powerhouse Rail.

A lack of certainty also reduces the capacity for the infrastructure sector to undertake multiple projects

This was a serious concern for participants, who were highly supportive of both HS2 and Northern

skills to succeed, as well as materials. We heard, for example, that delays to securing funding for Crossrail

Powerhouse Rail. As a North-South rail ‘spine’, businesses felt that HS2 is crucial in its own right as well as

2 risks losing vital skills and expertise from engineering, who rather than moving from Crossrail 1 to

for making other schemes possible and maximising the potential benefits of schemes such as Northern

Crossrail 2 are currently working abroad.

Powerhouse Rail. As such, suggestions in 2018 that Phase 2b of HS2, which would run between CreweManchester and West Midlands-Leeds, could be cancelled were met with alarm. These can only have
been exacerbated by the recent announcement by the Transport Secretary of a review of the entire HS2
project chaired by Douglas Oakervee. This review will inform a government decision on whether and how
to proceed and includes in its terms of reference the potential to reduce the scope of the project including
building only Phase 1.
This continued uncertainty is frustrating for businesses and local people, who want to know that the
promised benefits will be realised, and when – in part because businesses may make investment decisions
on the basis of expected infrastructure improvements. It is also likely to drive up the cost of delivering

32

simultaneously. Infrastructure projects need engineering capacity, architectural, and project management

Greater certainty is needed to provide infrastructure companies with the confidence that setting up a
base in the UK will provide a steady stream of projects to compete for, and to give time for skilled workers
to be trained (whether electrification engineers, civil engineers, planning professionals, etc). The UK is
increasingly competing in a global market for these companies, so certainty of longevity of decisionmaking is vital if companies are to commit to the forward planning and the opportunity cost that major
infrastructure projects require.
A long-term plan gives the whole sector the time and the confidence to plan, respond, and invest. Another
option that could be explored alongside this is to separate projects into discrete phases or chunks, to help

future projects, as the companies delivering these need to price in more risk to their bids.

them progress more quickly. This may be particularly true for initiatives like Northern Powerhouse Rail

This uncertainty is also seen in survey data. When asked about the factors holding back infrastructure

such as Crossrail 2.

improvement the three top net factors businesses cited were policy inconsistency and uncertainty, political
risk, and lack of certainty in the infrastructure pipeline.

(which is a programme of projects, rather than a single project), but could also be explored for projects
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Figure 13: Potential high-level structure of devolved decision-making

This report has shown the current need for further infrastructure investment across England, and the

Central government

tangible impacts inadequate infrastructure has on people and businesses. There are clearly many areas

Sets national priorities, allocates funding pots, funds

where change is needed, but our recommendations below focus on the key foundational elements of a

and takes decisions on national projects

high-performing infrastructure system.

Funding levels
Sufficient funding is essential for infrastructure. Government has set the NIC’s fiscal remit at 1-1.2% of

Pan-regional transport bodies

GDP; it should now go beyond that and use the upcoming Spending Review to commit to a minimum of
1.2%.

Sets and implements super-regional transport priorities. This should build on the

If the Government committed to this floor, there would be the obvious question of what would happen if

success of TfL and emerging model of Transport for the North to roll this model out

this were not spent. Lower spend in any one year should not be an immediate concern, as spending profiles

across the rest of the country and devolve further responsibilities and control.

should not be dictated by an arbitrary target. However, where realised spending is consistently below
1.2% with no clear strategy for increased spending in future years, a mechanism should be developed
to ringfence the underspend and devolve the budget to regional authorities to spend on meeting local
priorities.

Boosting confidence

Combined Authorities and local authorities

Government should commit to taking forward HS2 and NPR

Sets local transport priorities to meet regional priorities,
and implements local projects

As well as a lack of confidence that Government will invest enough, there is significant uncertainty
among businesses as to whether the later phases of HS2 will go ahead, as well as other major projects
like Crossrail 2, Northern Powerhouse Rail and the third runway at Heathrow. This causes frustration and
harms confidence in future improvements, which in turn affects investment decisions and holds back
growth. It also hinders plans for investment in regional and local schemes that will be needed to make the
most of these national and pan-regional schemes. Government should reconfirm and publicly commit to

Stage 2: Developing the detail
Once this blueprint has been developed, there are many detailed decisions to be made, including about

taking forward Northern Powerhouse Rail, all phases of HS2 and Crossrail 2.

how budgets and strategies are set. For example, consideration will need to be given to the existing

Decision-making and devolution

budget to consult with the full range of business, political and policymaker stakeholders and put forward

Government should go further to devolve budgetary control, decision-making and implementation
responsibilities to pan-regional and regional bodies and local authorities. Given the complexity of
delivering this, it should adopt a three-stage process.
Stage 1: Setting direction
The first step is for the Government to clearly outline a new blueprint for how local, regional, pan-regional
and national decision makers can work together to deliver the transport infrastructure that England needs.
A guiding principle for this should be that decisions are taken at the lowest level possible. Local bodies
are more accountable than central government for their decisions locally, and so have a powerful incentive
to take the decisions that are right for their area, as well as to oversee the delivery of improvements.
However, there are also clear roles for pan-regional and national governance structures to ensure that

proposals from the NIC. To take this forward, we believe that the NIC should be given a formal remit and a
detailed proposals for how a new system might be delivered over the course of this Parliament.
Stage 3: Delivering change
The Government should then respond to this proposal and outline how it will manage the change
– including what it means for resourcing of new and existing decision-making bodies (e.g. Mayoral
Combined Authorities will likely need larger budgets – as will the pan-regional transport authorities).
This third stage should include consideration of how existing appraisal methods could be improved to
ensure that cost-benefit approaches based on WEBTag can be used appropriately as part of integrated
decision-making alongside economic development strategies or housing plans. This is likely to require
significant consultation with experts, economists, businesses and political leaders / policy makers across
the country.

strategic priorities are delivered across the country. Transport for London and Transport for the North
already provide an indication of how this model might evolve. However, to be successful, this would need
to be replicated across the country and further decision-making and budgetary control would need to be
transferred to these organisations. Figure 13 provides an indication of how this structure might fit together.
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Extending fiscal freedoms
The Government should also set out a strategy for how it will extend fiscal freedoms to new and existing
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Conclusion

regional and local bodies, including details of how it will approach co-funding of investment in future. This
Transport infrastructure is ultimately about connecting people, whether to jobs, public services, leisure

could include:
1.

Reintroducing legislation that fell with the Local Government Finance Bill 2017, and ensuring that
all freedoms are extended to bodies that have operational responsibility for setting transport

crucial part of creating good places and ultimately a country that works for all its residents.
But Britain’s infrastructure at present has significant room for improvement. Road delays and crowded

infrastructure investment strategy; and
2.

activities, or simply each other. It lays the foundation for economic growth and for communities, and is a

Setting out the principles against which levels of co-funding will be determined across the country.

trains are all too common in cities across the country, leading to lost productivity and a poorer quality
of life for millions of people. Perhaps even more damaging, although harder to directly observe, are
opportunities missed by the lack of reliable, convenient transport links between places, particularly in the

Control over services

North, which holds our regions back.

The Government should test the possibility of devolving primary responsibility for regional train services
to regional bodies like Transport for the North and Transport for London.

This report has outlined businesses’ view on how the transport needs of different parts of the country
differ, as well as where they overlap. There is clearly a need for investment in the near-term to make the

We have developed this decision-making structure in Figure 13 in the context of thinking about transport

current infrastructure network function as well as possible (such as road maintenance or signal upgrades),

infrastructure, but it can equally apply to transport services, particularly rail. At present, with the exception

as well to create new links between transport modes and places and expand capacity in the longer-term.

of Merseyrail, franchises are specified and awarded centrally by the Department for Transport. While there

While the balance of needs for these different types of investment might differ between regions, a key

will always be a need for co-ordination where franchises run services on tracks in other regions, or that are

message in this report is that both are necessary throughout the country.

1

shared with other operators, there is no reason why this needs to be done centrally.

There are positive steps being taken, in particular the National Infrastructure Commission’s recent National

This thinking has already been applied through the possibility of Combined Authorities introducing bus

Infrastructure Assessment, the creation of sub-national transport boards, and revitalised city leadership

franchising. Along similar lines, the rail review currently underway should seriously consider devolving

from the new metro mayors. But more needs to be done to ensure that this momentum is not lost, and to

primary responsibility for regional service specification, and franchise awarding and management, to

build business and public confidence that promises of future investment will be delivered upon.

lvi

regional bodies such as Transport for the North.

This cannot be done by any single initiative; it needs a package of related actions. Much like a single

Driving the agenda forward

point of failure can affect a large section of the rail network, a failure in any one of these areas can have

Businesses and local and regional governments should speak with a unified voice on the importance of

this agenda forward, the actions themselves will have real impacts and will also provide a clear signal to

investment and local decision-making on transport infrastructure
Businesses and regions across the country agree on the need for infrastructure – and the more they can
demonstrate and articulate this, the more effective they will be. To this end, there should be a unified voice
to make the case to government both for infrastructure spending and greater devolution of funding and
decision-making powers.

significant knock-on effects, even if everything else is operating well. But if government commits to taking
businesses inside and outside the UK that we are serious about maximising our potential.
The need for cross-country investment has been evident for some time, but for too long it has been an
ambition rather than a reality. It is now time to put that right and deliver the infrastructure that all of Britain
needs. It’s time to move Britain forward.

There are already considerable efforts to bring together businesses to make this case, including the
London Infrastructure Summit and the Convention for the North. To build on these, business groups should
come together to create an annual National Infrastructure Forum, as well as explicitly inviting and engaging
high-profile and senior figures such as the Chief Executive of the National Infrastructure Commission and
the Chancellor of the Exchequer.
Such a move would represent a real and powerful application of the intent set out in Growing Together for
England’s regions to speak with one voice to their mutual benefit.lvii Regional and national business groups,
as well as Metro Mayors and local leaders, should create a single National Infrastructure Forum to ensure
the Government delivers on this agenda.
This recommendation would also help to address the issue of long-term lack of certainty, by providing a
consistent supportive voice for major infrastructure projects from proposal to completion. The first three
themes the Forum should focus on are funding, devolution and decision-making, and appraisal methods,
as set out above.
1
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